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Introducing Literature in the Discourse of Artistic
Research
Corina Cadufff and Tan Wälchli

The discourse of artistic research emerged in anglophone and Scandinavian
countries in the 1990s, initially being established in the Visual Arts departments of art schools. In the wake of the Bologna Process, it spread to many
other countries and reached the fĳields of design, theatre, fĳilm, music, and
dance. The unifĳication of so many diffferent artistic disciplines under the roof
of one discourse represents a great achievement. After long debates about procedures, methods and outcomes of artistic research, and after terminological
discussions about embodied and tacit knowledge as well as research into art,
for art, and through art, the fĳield is well-established, both theoretically1 and
institutionally.2 It provides rich ground for countless individual works and
methodologies, employing a variety of epistemological models as well as transdisciplinary, collaborative, and participatory practices.3
1 See Christopher Frayling, Research in Art and Design. Royal College of Art Research Papers 1:1.
London: Royal College of Art, 1993; Annette Balkema/Henk Slager, Artistic Research. Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2004; Mika Hannula et al., Artistic Research: Theories, Methods and Practices.
Helsinki: Academy of Fine Arts, 2005; Robin Nelson, “Practice-as-Research and the Problem of Knowledge,” in: Performance Research 11: 4 (2006), pp. 105–116; Dieter Lesage/Kathrin
Busch, eds., A Portrait of the Artist as a Researcher. The Academy and the Bologna Process.
Antwerp: MuHKA, 2007; Tom Holert, “Being Concerned? Scattered Thoughts on ‘Artistic
Research’ and ‘Social Responsibility’,” in: Florian Dombois et al., eds., Intellectual Birdhouse.
Artistic Practice as Research. London: Koenig Books, 2012, pp. 23–39; Henk Borgdorfff, The
Conflict of the Faculties. Perspectives on Artistic Research and Academia. Leiden: Leiden University Press, 2012; Janneke Wesseling, Of Sponge, Stone and the Intertwinement with the Here
and Now. Methodology of Artistic Research. Amsterdam: Valiz, 2016.
2 James Elkins, Artists with PhDs. On the New Doctoral Degree in Studio Art. Washington, DC:
New Academia Publishing, 2009 gives an overview on PhD programmes in visual arts around
the world and discusses some methodological discrepancies. An overview of institutional
achievements in the German language area is provided by Sandra Buck et al., “Künstlerische
Forschung unter Bildungsperspektive: individualisierte Studienprogramme?”, in: Zeitschrift
für Hochschulentwicklung 10:1 (2015), pp. 52–73, http://www.zfhe.at/index.php/zfhe/article/
view/802, date of access: 17 Sept. 2018.
3 The online Journal for Artistic Research, established in 2011, provides insight into the
scope of contemporary practices in the fĳield. Cf. http://www.jar-online.net, date of access:
17 Sept. 2018. For a broad view on various methodological approaches, cf. Jens Badura et al.,
eds., Künstlerische Forschung. Ein Handbuch: Zurich: diaphanes 2015. For some recent participatory tendencies, cf. Corina Cadufff, “Artistic Research: Methods – Development of a
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Considering the international success story of artistic research throughout
the various artistic disciplines, it appears somewhat striking that the discipline
of literature has so far not participated in the discourse. The reasons for this
seem to be primarily of an institutional nature. While creative writing programmes are available as a type of professional literary training analogous to
studies in photography, fĳilm, painting, music, theatre, etc., such programmes
are usually embedded within the humanities; in the United States of America
and Great Britain, traditionally within English departments.4 Only in exceptional cases—and during the last decade—have creative writing programmes
been established at art academies, art universities, and art schools.5 Therefore,
creative writing programmes are seldom related to other forms of arts education. And this explains why discussions about artistic research, still generally
taking place at art schools, rarely include literature.

Writers and Scholars In-Between
Although literature as a discipline is not represented in the artistic research
discourse, numerous individual writers and scholars have ties to a variety of
institutional constellations in which overlaps between literature, art, and research become manifest:
− Writers who teach their literary practice in new institutional contexts. In addition to the new creative writing programmes at art schools, a few recently
set up programmes also foster specifĳically conceptual and transdisciplinary
modes of ‘art writing’ at universities.
− Writers who are increasingly employed by art schools to teach thesis writing
classes. As a result of the establishment of artistic research and especially
in view of PhD programmes, thesis writing is gaining importance already at
MA level.
− Transdisciplinary writers who are active in several fĳields of the arts, and who
are also teaching their particular crossover practices to younger colleagues.
Discourse – Current Risks,” in: Kirsten Merete Langkilde, ed., Poetry of the Real. Basel: FHNW
2017, pp. 311–323.
4 On the rise of creative writing programmes in anglophone countries, cf. Paul Dawson,
Creative Writing and the New Humanities. London, New York, NY: Routledge, 2004; Mark
McGurl, The Program Era. Postwar Fiction and the Rise of Creative Writing. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2011.
5 Such as the BA in Literary Writing at the University of the Arts, Bern (since 2006); the BA Language Arts at the University of Applied Arts, Vienna (since 2009/2010); and the MFA Literary
Composition at the Valand Academy, University of Gothenburg (since 2014).
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− Literary scholars who teach creative writing or ‘theory’ classes at art schools.
− Art historians and cultural historians who inquire and observe the emergence and development of artistic research as a discipline.
This volume comprises the work of 16 such writers and scholars who are
institutionally located in nine Western European countries. They expand on
their methodological approaches as well as their practice, and they analyse
exemplary case studies. Presenting their points of view next to one another
might allow the delineation—albeit provisionally—of the meandering boundaries of a future fĳield of practice-based ‘literary research.’ This will quite likely
not be a homogenous fĳield, but one constituted by a variety of activities and
institutional allocations. Nevertheless, the diffferent areas are interconnected
and do participate in a common discourse. In this sense, the volume aims to
compile an inventory of prevalent observations, overarching questions, and
shared challenges. A number of these concern the status, form, and function of
a written thesis in practice-based research. Others derive from debates about
various kinds of knowledge that such research might bring about.

Literary Self-Reflection
As mentioned before, the current exclusion of literature from debates on
artistic research is primarily due to the embedding of creative writing programmes in the humanities, in the fĳield of monolingual cultural and literary
studies. Nevertheless, some of these programs inevitably raise questions about
the conditions and requirements for practice-based research in literature, since
they offfer ‘third circle’ studies leading to a PhD degree. The starting point for
this debate is the stipulation, common in the other arts, that an accompanying,
explanatory or reflective text should be added to the artistic research work—
even though the proportion of such additional texts varies greatly between different countries and curricula.6 As a consequence, there is a tendency in the
6 Early debates on artistic research revealed considerable disagreement over the necessity and role of an explanatory text. For opposing positions, cf., for example, Christoph
Schenker, “Kunst als Forschung,” in: Peter Emch et al., eds., Kunstklasse: Studiengang Bildende Kunst, Hochschule für Gestaltung und Kunst Zürich: Inserts, Texte, Statements, Zurich:
Hochschule für Gestaltung und Kunst, 1998, pp. 21–29: here p. 28; and Hannula et al. (2005),
Artistic Research, p. 165. In December 2016, the ELIA ‘Florence Principles in the Arts’ were
published: http://www.elia-artschools.org/userfĳiles/File/customfĳiles/1-the-florence-principl
es20161124105336_20161202112511.pdf. According to these principles, a “discursive component”
alongside the artwork is required: “The project consists of original work(s) of art and contains
a discursive component that critically reflects upon the project and documents the research
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fĳield of creative writing to demand two texts for an artistic PhD: in addition
to the literary work, a supplementary, explanatory text in which the writer
methodologically reflects and contextualises their working and writing.
In the history of literature, such explanatory treatises have long formed the
genre of poetology. It includes reflections on literature and language by writers, who—often in pieces that supplement their creative texts—deal with the
philosophical premises, historical reference points and linguistic procedures
of their work. It is the detachment from the actual artwork or the autonomisation of the poetological component respectively which institutionally constitutes artistic research today, and which, of course, leads to further questions:
Can such a detachment be both mandatory and theoretically justifĳied in the
fĳield of creative writing, or is it rather an obstructive antinomy (Jan Baetens,
University of Leuven)? And how precisely can an institutional requirement
become productive in the context of creative writing PhD programmes at art
schools (Fredrik Nyberg, Valand Academy, Gothenburg)? In other research
contexts at art schools, too, writers fĳind themselves motivated to explore the
possibilities of separate, poetological text experiments (Maya Rasker, University of the Arts, Utrecht).

Writing in Art and Artistic Research
Because artistic research in general often requires a supplementary text component for reflection and contextualisation, artists from all disciplines increasingly see themselves obliged to write. In a variety of practices, they employ
language as a medium of reflection, as a mediator of the artwork, as a component of transdisciplinary practices, etc. However, such ‘artistic’ practices of
writing are not an entirely new phenomenon. Through the avant-garde movements and since, language has, in the course of the 20th century, been integrated into other artistic forms in diverse ways. While at fĳirst serving as an artistic
medium of expression alongside others, for example in text and image collages
or in the formulation of artistic programmes and manifestos, in the second
half of the 20th century the writing of texts in the context of conceptual art
advanced to become a valid artistic mode of its own.
In hindsight, this historical development can be viewed as a prerequisite
for the emergence of artistic research. Particularly in the aftermath of Marcel Duchamp’s and the various permutations of conceptual art, artists were
process.” (p. 7), date of access: 17 Sept. 2018 [emphasis added by us]. The term “discursive”
eventually leaves it open to being an oral or written component.
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able to enter universities and starting to undertake ‘research,’ which sometimes granted them a degree of fĳinancial security they hadn’t previously had
access to (Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes, University of Amsterdam). Meanwhile,
the inclusion of texts in the artistic practice of feminist artists of the 1960s
and 70s served to assert a new, by then female-attributed skill, and brought
about early forms of documentary-researching procedures (Redell Olsen,
Royal Holloway, University of London). In all cases, the new artistic text productions expaned the established literary genres— such as prose, drama, and
poetry—and they brought about productive interactions between the disciplines. Recently, an even stronger and more diverse proliferation of conceptual
writing has been developing across all artistic disciplines (Maria Fusco, Northumbria University). In the narrower area of the politically and institutionally
defĳined artistic research, meanwhile, the question has arisen as to which forms
and procedures are suitable for a complementary, reflective text. Should artists
who write a PhD or an MFA thesis adhere to the standards of, for example,
academic, theoretical, or critical texts? Or shouldn’t they rather develop their
own, idiosyncratic writing methods in order to textually express the specifĳics
of their respective work (Daniela Cascella, University of the Arts, London)?
A revealing example of this is the challenge of making the speechlessness of
a visual work perceptible without subjecting it to an analytical language of
interpretation (Salomé Voegelin, University of the Arts, London).

The Knowledge of Literature
Current reflections on the production of knowledge in practice-based art research follow the debates about tacit and embodied knowledge, as mentioned
earlier, and they explore epistemological considerations regarding the peculiar kinds of knowledge accessible to the arts—in contrast to the sciences, for
example.7 Such discussions may also be instructive for literary research since
one can equally ask what kinds of knowledge are produced and passed on in a
work of literature. For example, in the last fĳifteen years the knowledge gained
from literary metaphors, procedures, or narratives has been examined from a
7 The discussions on “Artistic Knowledge, Part 1” and “Artistic Knowledge, Part 2” in: James
Elkins, ed., What Do Artists Know? University Park, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012,
pp. 39–45 and pp. 47–57, provide examples for the ongoing debates about epistemological
categories and various kinds of tacit knowledge, respectively. From a philosophical vantage
point, Dieter Mersch, Epistemologies of Aesthetics, translated by Laura Radosh. Zurich:
diaphanes, 2015 [2015] develops criteria for distinguishing artistic forms of knowledge from
scientifĳic ones.
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scholarly perspective, and literary references to other disciplines of knowledge
have been revealed.8 Along these lines, practice-based literary research, too,
might examine the knowledge contained in various forms of speech and writing, or it might experiment with including material from archives, encyclopaedias, and scientifĳic research in the fĳictional text. In any case, in the interest of
artistic research, it is important to ensure that the research questions are recognisable and comprehensible and that a knowledge gain is clearly identifĳiable.
In various contemporary writing practices the examination of linguistic
phenomena from everyday language is pursued as a fruitful strategy for the
production of new knowledge. For example, political and military language
rules can be analysed in terms of their functions and modes of action by
making use of literary and documentary methods (Vincent Broqua, University
Paris 8). When everyday language rules exert formative societal influence, their
literary examination may lead to a critical analysis of social norms (Ferdinand
Schmatz, University of Applied Arts, Vienna). And as the linguistic representation of the world is hardly to be separated from seeing and knowing the
world, new linguistic procedures often create new views of the world (Alexander Damianisch, University of Applied Arts, Vienna). In a Wittgensteinian
perspective, fĳinally, literary research might explore diffferent ‘aspects’ of everyday words, metaphors or linguistic imagery, thereby highlighting various functions of language that remain unexplored in everyday use (Tine Melzer, Bern
University of the Arts).

Models and Precursors
While the essays in the previous chapter present contemporary conceptions
of literary knowledge production, the question can also be approached from
the rather scholarly vantage point of cultural history. Historical instances of
literary knowledge production that were consciously and strategically developed as artistic experiments—sometimes in exchange or in coincidence
with innovations in the humanities or the natural sciences—might be
instructive for understanding certain strategies of ‘artistic research’ avant
la lettre. Again, such methodological considerations of identifying historical precursors or models are also common in the more general discourse on
8 Cf. Sigrid Weigel/Bernhard Dotzler, eds., „fülle der combination“. Literaturforschung und Wissenschaftsgeschichte. München: Wilhelm Fink, 2005; Michael Wood, Literature and the Taste
of Knowledge. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005; John Gibson, “Literature and
Knowledge,” in: Richard Eldridge, ed., The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy and Literature.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009, pp. 467–485; Roland Borgards et al., eds., Literatur und
Wissen. Ein interdisziplinäres Handbuch. Stuttgart: J. B. Metzler, 2013.
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artistic research,9 and again they can be re-considered for the fĳield of literature. Without providing an overview or a representative selection, the last four
contributions to this volume examine exemplary cases from the second half
of the 20th century.
Chris Kraus’s novel I Love Dick (1997)—blending autobiography, French
Theory and art criticism with performative and experimental elements as
well as older forms such as the epistolary novel and the diary—has become
an influential role model for contemporary transdisciplinary forms of writing. In her own kind of ‘research’ practice, Kraus thoroughly re-considered the
form of the novel as well as the precarious position of the female intellectual
at the end of the 20th century (Anneleen Masschelein, University of Leuven).
At around the same time, Oskar Pastior worked on his ‘organised’ translations
of Charles Baudelaire. Exploring various ways of staying true to the sounds
and rhythms of poems, while mostly ignoring semantics, he examined the conflicted relations between original and translation, speech and writing, French
and German (Thomas Strässle, University of the Arts, Bern). In the late 1970s,
Roland Barthes developed new writerly forms situated in between essay and
novel, critique and narration, which resulted from and reiterated some of his
scientifĳic fĳindings about the role of the author, various kinds of artistic languages, semiology, etc. (Kathrin Busch, Berlin University of the Arts). Another
twenty years earlier, Vienna poet Konrad Bayer combined linguistic methodologies of his time with inquiries into the lasting imprint of National Socialism
in German language (Tan Wälchli, Zurich University of the Arts). Taken together, these scattered examples indicate that literary ‘research’ strategies avant la
lettre resulted from very diffferent incentives—biographical, cultural, political,
etc.—and aimed to produce new knowledge about various aspects of language
and literary forms as well as their historical contexts and conditions.

Multi- and Monolingualism
Not least the examples from the fĳinal chapter might also serve as reminders
that literary practices are inextricably bound to national languages: English,
French, German, etc. This equally applies to contemporary creative writing
9 A prime example from the visual arts are the painterly innovations by Paul Cézanne. Since
Merlau-Ponty’s influential treatises—Le doute de Cézanne (1945) and, in particular, L’oeuil
et l’ésprit (1960)—Cézanne’s new ways of painting have often been regarded as coinciding
or competing with innovations in the scientifĳic understanding of vision and perception,
and therefore as an example of artistic research avant la lettre (cf., for example, Michael
Cobussen, “The Intruder,” in: Corina Cadufff et al., eds., Art and Artistic Research. Zurich:
Scheidegger & Spiess, 2010, pp. 46–54: here pp. 48–49).
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training including related methodological discussions. Since each language
produces its own specifĳic poetic aspects, their discussion and treatment
require the same language and are not easily transferable to any other. For this
reason alone, an international discourse on ‘literary research’ will hardly ever
be homogeneous. While the international debate about artistic research in
genral, which can be considered as a metadiscourse, is usually conducted in
English, any future fĳield of practice-based literary research will always be characterised by diffferences grounded in multilingualism that demand recognition.
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Writing Cannot Tell Everything
Jan Baetens

Abstract:
This chapter addresses the topic of the mixte (English: the mixt), a type of writing that
combines very diffferent, sometimes perhaps even incompatible types of writing, such
as fĳiction and non-fĳiction or, in a more singular manner, fĳiction and writing on fĳiction
(the term of mixt has been coined by author and theoretician Jean Ricardou). However, the present chapter does not just present or examine Ricardou’s theory and practice of the mixt but takes it as its starting point to reflect on the status of the author’s
self-commentary in a research-oriented fĳictional practice. More precisely, the chapter
makes a plea, not for the merger but the articulation (and thus the relative separation)
of fĳiction and writing on fĳiction in practice-based artistic research.

Limits and Pitfalls of Creative Writing as Practice-Based Research
As clearly argued by Corina Cadufff, the theory and practice of artistic research
remain underdeveloped in the fĳield of literature. The opening claim of her
2009 contribution to the debate still holds today:
In its beginnings in the 1990s the artistic research discourse centered
mainly on the visual arts from which it arose. In recent years, however, an
increasing number of relevant studies have appeared from the fĳields of
design, theater, and fĳilm—joined increasingly by music and dance—in
the context of artistic research. . . . In what follows, a fĳield will be discussed that, to the best of my knowledge, has yet to be raised in the debates about artistic research: literature.1
The following pages should be read as a brief comment on this observation
from the geographic and cultural perspective of France, where contrary to
most of the Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian countries discussed by Cadufff
there is hardly any tradition of PhD programmes in creative writing. Things are
changing, true, but slowly, and the aim of my remark is of course not to suggest
1 Corina Cadufff, “Literature and Artistic Research,” in: Corina Cadufff et al., eds., Art and Artistic
Research. Zurich: Scheidegger & Spiess, 2009, pp. 98–105: here p. 98.
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that there is no tradition of artistic practice in literature in France. What I
would like to make clear in this contribution is the importance and originality
of a particular French theoretical and practical intervention in the debates on
literary creativity, which concerns the need to shift from the traditional idea
of the author as a genius to the modern, explicitly democratic idea of the author as crafts(wo)man and producer. This is related to less academic forms of
theorising practice, another key dimension of French literary life, where ideas
on literature and how to write have always been less determined by academic
gatekeepers than by the authors themselves, who like to elaborate their personal claims and convictions in treatises.2
In more general terms, the tradition of practice-based research can be said
to be both well established and poorly recognised in the literary fĳield. On the
one hand, literary writing has, for a long time, often been practised as an experiment relying on a wide set of models, hypotheses, and techniques. This is
what many authors do intuitively, as demonstrated for instance by Gustave
Flaubert, whose letters contain countless reflections on the art of writing,3 or
Henry James’s prefaces to the edition of his complete novels eventually republished under the title The Art of the Novel.4 In quite some cases, authors even
work with an explicit programme, which they either illustrate or put to the test
when starting to write. Edgar Allan Poe’s Philosophy of Composition,5 Raymond
Roussel’s How I Wrote Certain of My Books,6 Oulipo’s use of literary ‘constraints’
or preformatted rules that steer and foster the literary imagination,7 these are
all examples of the many ways in which authors foreground the mutual involvement of theory and practice. On the other hand, there is also a strong
resistance to link theory and practice. The current difffĳiculties with understanding or reshaping creative writing as a form of artistic research—that is of the
rational and methodologically enhanced production of new insights and new
knowledge—is a symptom of this resistance. This is why creative writing, as it

2 A famous case for this was Sartre’s What is Literature?. Jean-Paul Sartre, What is Literature?
(1948), translated by Bernard Frechtman. London: Methuen, 1950.
3 Gustave Flaubert, The Letters of Gustave Flaubert, 1857–1880 (1887–1893), translated and ed. by
Francis Steegmuller. Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1984.
4 Henry James, The Art of the Novel: Critical Prefaces (1909). Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press, 2011.
5 Edgar Allan Poe, “The Philosophy of Composition” (1846), in: The Complete Poetry of Edgar
Allan Poe. New York, NY: Signet Classics, 1996, pp. 503–512.
6 Raymond Roussel, How I Wrote Certain of My Books (1935), translated by Trevor Winkfĳield.
Cambridge, MA: Exact Change, 2005.
7 Warren F. Motte, Oulipo: A Primer of Potential Literature. McLean, IL: Dalkey Archive, 1986.
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is generally practised and theorised today either inside or outside academia,8
isn’t necessarily the best answer to the ongoing developments of practicebased research and PhD programmes, as will become clear in the remainder
of this chapter.
Is creative writing in itself a form of practice-based research? In theory, the
answer should be yes, provided this type of writing does what research is supposed to do, namely establishing a productive interaction with a given theory,
selecting an adequate method, defĳining one or more research questions and,
last but not least, producing a set of falsifĳiable answers to these questions
while equally giving a meaningful feedback on method as well as theory. Nevertheless, in practice, most existing creative writing programmes do not comply with such an approach to research. To pursue it, they have to be changed
radically. On the one hand, it will prove necessary to dismantle the separation
of creative writing and (literary, critical, and cultural) theory, which belong to
completely diffferent curricula with diffferent stafff and diffferent students addressing completely diffferent questions. In other words, what has to change
is the very input of the creative writing programmes: the individual project
of the student is no longer sufffĳicient; he or she will also have to address more
general and therefore more theoretical issues. On the other hand, it will be
no less imperative to also enlarge the programmes’ output: instead of only delivering a work of fĳiction (or creative non-fĳiction), the student of the creative
writing programme will have to complement this production with a second
text, a theoretical and methodological supplement in which he or she reflects
upon both the process and the result of the creative work. This is what generally happens when creative writing programmes plan to enlarge their course
offferings in order to include practice-based PhDs. To quote just one but very
representative example:
The PhD in Creative Writing provides the capstone to the postgraduate
Creative Writing programme at Edinburgh, offfering students graduating
from the MSc in Creative Writing an opportunity to undertake work at a
higher level, aimed towards the production of a substantial, publishable
piece of creative writing, accompanied by a sustained exercise in critical
study.9
8 Anglo-Saxon creative writing programmes are mostly located within academia, while the
continental tradition of ateliers d’écriture or literary workshops doesn’t necessarily rely on
academia. Cf. Mark McGurl, The Program Era. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2009.
9 http://www.ed.ac.uk/literatures-languages-cultures/english-literature/postgraduate/phd/
creative-writing, date of access: 17 Sept. 2018.
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The changes in input, which are mainly institutional, are easier to handle
than those in output, which concern the very heart of practice-based research
in literary writing. Even if the gap between theory and creative writing is very
deep, the design of a new, mixed curriculum is certainly not impossible. The
simultaneous articulation of creative writing and critical study, however, raises
very diffferent questions, given the radical diffference in nature between both
types of writing. The combination of creative writing and critical study is a
challenging, risky task, and can even prove harmful in more than one regard.
Firstly, one might ask whether it is possible to catch the specifĳicity of literary
writing in a supplementary text that is not itself literary, but didactic, informing, instructive, etc. Even if one rejects the outdated romantic idea that a literary text can only be experienced and not explained, the fundamental question
remains whether it is possible to provide such an explanation in a non-literary
text. Should the critical supplement rather be a piece of writing itself? Examples for this kind of problem might be, for instance, the poetics of allusions
or irony, for as soon as one makes explicit the mechanism of allusion or the
functioning of irony, one also destroys their efffect. And yet this issue might not
be equally grave in all kinds of texts. For instance, in texts that Roland Barthes,
in 1970, called lisible texts—which do not specifĳically challenge the reader’s
habits and expectations—the unpacking of allusions or of irony is less problematic than in what Barthes called scriptible texts: in the former, the disclosing of the hidden reference is welcomed as a useful help to the reader, in the
latter, the same intervention may destroy the reader’s creative struggle with
the writing.10
Secondly, and provided one succeeds in turning the critical supplement into
a real literary text, one may ask whether such a transformation does not jeopardise the ‘scientifĳic’ character of the commentary, which must be transparent to all and open to intersubjective debate and remediation. Will the literary
version of critical commentary be able to provide new objective knowledge,
or will its gain in knowledge depend on mere intuition and subjective interpretation, both on the part of the author-researcher and the reader? To discuss
this problem it might be helpful to remember Ricardou’s distinction between
lecturable and lisible texts, presented some ten years after Barthes’s discussion
10

Barthes’s terms are usually translated as readerly and writerly texts, although a more literal translation would be ‘readable’ and ‘writable.’ While the former term refers to rather
conventional texts that do not confront the read with any challenges, the latter means
a kind of textual practice that challenges the readers, while also giving them a special
kind of pleasure and bliss. Cf. Roland Barthes, S/Z. An Essay (1970), translated by Richard
Miller. New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1974 and The Pleasure of the Text (1972),
translated by Richard Miller. New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1975.
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of the lisible/scriptible distinction. For Ricardou, lecturable refers to what can
be clearly understood in a text (lecturable is a neologism one could translate
as ‘technically understandable’), while the latter term, lisible, refers to what
pleases the reader (lisible is a very general term which takes here the special
meaning of ‘pleasant to read’).11
According to Ricardou, any text can always be framed through the double
lens of the lecturable and the lisible—since all texts teach us something we like
or dislike in some way—and this necessary intertwinement can explain why
any straightforward transformation of the critical analysis into a second piece
of creative writing is dangerous: while creative writing cannot but emphasise
the importance of the lisible, critical analysis has to foreground the role of the
lecturable. Another difffĳiculty is that the implicit sequential arrangement of
both parts—fĳirst comes the writing, then comes the analysis—does not always reflect the actual process, which can include many feedback loops. The
analysis can precede the writing or interrupt and change it, for example, which
complicates the very distinction between both text types.

The Articulation of Writing and Criticism: Towards a Writing of
the mixt
Given the various difffĳiculties one encounters when one supplements the literary text with a didactic, informative supplement and when one tries to present
this critical supplement in a literary form, it is understandable that advocates
of practice-based research have tried to radically merge both aspects in one
single text. Either they make the analysis part of the writing or they set out
11

Cf. Jean Ricardou, “Eleménts de textique (I),” in: conséquences 10 (1987), pp. 5–28: here
p. 17. At fĳirst sight, one may have the impression that the tandem lecturable/lisible is a
reformulation of Barthes’s lisible/scriptible distinction, but the diffferences are more signifĳicant than the similarities. In Barthes, the competing terms designate two diffferent text
types (a text, or a fragment of a text, is either lisible or scriptible), whereas the Ricardolian
terms describe a more dialectic relationship, according to which each text can be read as
both lecturable and lisible. Moreover, the relationship between both reader reactions is
anything except direct and linear. One might think, for instance, that very lecturable texts
are also very lisible (for we tend to like more what we understand) or, the other way round,
that very lisible texts are also lecturable (for we read better when we like what we read). In
practice, this is not always the case: On the one hand, certain readers are emotionally triggered by cognitive thresholds, so that a problem in lecturabilité can prove a springboard
for lisibilité. On the other hand, texts that are lisible do not always engender good critical
readings (this is perhaps what we say by stating that reading for fun and reading for criticism are seen as mutually incompatible).
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from the analysis but tend to transform it into the writing practice itself. The
second traditionally happens in the various forms of the ars poetica genre,
where text and programme, creative output and theoretical input, aim at coinciding as seamlessly as possible. But there are many other ways in which a
creative text can be given a self-revelatory twist. A good point in case is the
countless occurrences of the mise en abyme—a technique that establishes a
mirror efffect between part and whole of the text—thus making a certain detail
reveal one or more aspects of the complete text like the play within the play
in Hamlet.12 In modernist texts, this internal didacticism can tend to complete
self-referentiality. In that case, the work is composed in such a way that all its
elements mirror its own structure. This happens in certain types of conceptual
poetry (we all know examples of poems stating that ‘this text is made of seven
words’, for instance) as well as in avant-garde novels. (The French New Novel,
in particular, has often been analysed in this perspective.)
One of the most detailed and sophisticated examples of such a take on writing has been proposed by Ricardou, who published a piece of writing, La Prise
de Constantinople (1965), which aspired at complete self-referentiality.13 More
than a dozen years later, he complemented his novel with a very long critical analysis in which he made explicit the implicitly designated rules of the
production, structure, and functioning of the work.14 This a posteriori critical
analysis obviously betrays the failure of the initial programme. If it is necessary to add such a long commentary, this implies that the original text did not
reach its own objective to self-reflexively render its composition transparent.
In other words: If it was actually possible to read in Ricardou’s novel what it
claims to display and demonstrate, namely the mechanisms of its own genesis
and composition, then the subsequent production of a critical analysis could
only be seen as an attempt to remediate the novel’s flaws.
Similar problems occur when the blurring of the boundaries between creative
writing and critical analysis is not pursued at the level of the piece of writing,
as in the case of La Prise de Constantinople, but sets out from the theoretical
analysis itself. The desire to conceive one’s own critical and theoretical discourse as a form of (creative) writing is certainly not new, as demonstrated
by the stylistic ambitions—and qualities!—of many critics. Yet it has become
one of the fundamental characteristics of French poststructuralist critical
12
13
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